NEW ACQUISITIONS & HIGHLIGHTS

January 2008

B - Law in general

Docno : 9716
CallNo : 07BB001

Docno : 9748
Official languages and bilingualism in the courtroom : Hong Kong, Canada, The Republic of Ireland, and international law / CHAN, Phil C. W.
CallNo : P-IJHR

Docno : 9773
CallNo : 07BD001

C - International Law

Docno : 9775
A pluralist approach to international law / BERMAN, Paul Schiff
CallNo : P-YIJL

Docno : 9790
CallNo : 07CC002

D - International Criminal Law

Docno : 9747
Is the hierarchical structure of articles 31 and 32 of the Vienna Convention real or not? interpreting the rules of interpretation / LINDERFALK, Ulf
CallNo : P-NILR

Docno : 9757
CallNo : 07CB001

Docno : 9710
CallNo : 04CC011 Y05

Docno : 9809
CallNo : 04CA002 V319

E - International Criminal Law

Docno : 9986
A structure-based concept of genocidal intent / VEST, Hans
CallNo : P-JICJ
CallNo : 07EA002

CallNo : 07EC001

CallNo : 07HC003
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CallNo : 07EC004

CallNo : 07FB001 V12

CallNo : P-JGR

CallNo : P-JICJ

CallNo : P-JICJ

Justice in a time of war : the true story behind the International Criminal Tribunal for the Former Yugoslavia /
CallNo : 07GB001

Docno : 9721
The proper limits of individual responsibility under the doctrine of joint criminal enterprise / CASSESE, Antonio
CallNo : P-JICJ

Docno : 9722
The requirement of an 'express agreement' for joint criminal enterprise liability : a critique of Brdanin / GUSTAFSON, Katrina
CallNo : P-JICJ

Docno : 9724
Three conceptual problems with the doctrine of joint criminal enterprise / OHLIN, Jens David
CallNo : P-JICJ

H - International Courts

Docno : 9746
"You will receive a fair trial elsewhere" : the ad hoc international criminal tribunals acting as human rights jurisdictions / GRADONI, Lorenzo
CallNo : P-NILR

Docno : 9967
The decision of the Special Court for Sierra Leone to conduct the Charles Taylor trial in The Hague / BIGI, Giulia
In : The Law & Practice of International Courts and Tribunals, vol. 6, no. 2, 2007 : pp. 303-316
CallNo : P-LPIC

Docno : 9974
The Nuremberg Tribunal and the problems of international rule of law / SUKHAREV, A. Ya
In : Revue internationale de droit pénal = International review of penal law = Revista internacional de derecho penal; vol. 77, no. 3-4, 2006 : pp. 711-720
CallNo : P-RIDP

Docno : 9969
A Samson at the International Criminal Court : the powers of the prosecutor at the pre-trial phase / JACOBS, Dov
In : The Law & Practice of International Courts and Tribunals, vol. 6, no. 2, 2007 : pp. 317-341
CallNo : P-LPIC

Docno : 9780
Human rights violations before international tribunals : reflections on responsibility of international organizations / ACQUAVIVA, Guido
CallNo : P-LJIL

Docno : 9788
La France et la Cour pénale internationale / BITTI, Gilbert
CallNo : 07SC002

Docno : 9971
La participation des victimes à la procédure devant la Cour Pénale Internationale / ARENDT, Hannah
CallNo : P-RDPC

Docno : 9806
CallNo : 07HD003

Docno : 9709
CallNo : 07HA001

Docno : 9739
CallNo : 00HD009
Docno: 9712
CallNo: 05HD021 V8

Docno: 9792
CallNo: 07HC005

Docno: 9981
Reforming the European Court of Human Rights : an ongoing challenge / PARASKEVA, Costas
CallNo: P-NJIL

Docno: 9988
Reparation in cases of genocide / TOMUSCHAT, Christian
CallNo: P-JICJ

Docno: 9743
Structure and function of the confirmation procedure before the ICC from a comparative perspective / AMBOS, Kai, MILLER, Dennis
CallNo: P-ICLR

Docno: 9982
The future of extended joint criminal enterprise - will the ICTY’s innovation meet the standards of the ICC? / ENGVALL, Linda
CallNo: P-NJIL

Docno: 9985
The International Criminal Court and the invention of traditional justice in Northern Uganda / ALLEN, Tim
In: Politique Africaine, no. 107, Oct. 2007 : pp. 147-166
CallNo: P-PA

Docno: 9756
CallNo: 07HC004

Docno: 9791
CallNo: 07HD002

Docno: 9987
What the ICJ did not say about the duty to punish genocide : the missing pieces in a puzzle / BEN-NAFTALI, Orna, SHARON, Miri
CallNo: P-JICJ

Docno: 9742
When law and reality clash - the imperative of compromise in the context of the accumulated evil of the whole : conditions for the exercise of the International Criminal Court’s jurisdiction over the crime of aggression / McDOUGALL, Carrie
CallNo: P-ICLR

K - Municipal Law and Comparative Law

Docno: 9718
The concept of joint criminal enterprise and domestic modes of liability for parties to a crime : a comparison of German and English law / HAMDORF, Kai
CallNo: P-JICJ

M - Criminal Law and Criminal Procedure

Docno: 9996
CallNo: 05MB001 Y08
CallNo: 07MB003

CallNo: P-PCL

L’admissibilité de la preuve dans un système continental : le modèle belge / BERNEMAN, Sidney - In : Revue de droit pénal et de criminologie, vol. 87, no. 4, Avril 2007 : pp. 298-343 
CallNo: P-RDPC

CallNo: 07MB002

Beyond the Red Cross : the protection of independent humanitarian organizations and their staff in international humanitarian law / MACKINTOSH, Kate - In : International Review of the Red Cross, vol. 89, no. 865, March 2007 : pp. 113-130 
CallNo: P-IRRC

CallNo: P-NILR

CallNo: 07QB003

CallNo: 98RB010 V5

CallNo: P-RJP

CallNo: 07RC009

CallNo: P-RDPC

CallNo: P-RDID
Responsibility beyond borders: state responsibility for extraterritorial violations by corporations of International Humana Rights Law / McCORQUODALE, Robert; SIMONS, Penelope
CallNo: P-MLR

Restoring America's human rights reputation / KOH, Harold Hongju
CallNo: P-CILJ

Rethinking amnesty / STERIO, Milena
In: Denver Journal of International Law and Policy, vol. 34, no. 3, Fall 2006: pp. 373-400
CallNo: P-DJIL

Rethinking rights in the twenty-first century: the right to life and the right to peace from a Buddhist perspective / TOMA, Hideko; HILL, Dilys
CallNo: P-IJHR

Sins of the fathers: war rape, wrongful procreation, and children's human rights / GOODHART, Michael
CallNo: P-JHR

CallNo: 07RC007

The right to food and the international economic system: an assessment of the rights-based approach to the problem of world hunger / MOWBRAY, Jacqueline
CallNo: P-LJIL

Truth commissions and procedural fairness / FREEMAN, Mark.-
CallNo: 07RC010

Accountability for genocide and other gross human rights violations: the need for an integrated and victim-based transitional justice / KAMATALI, Jean-Marie
CallNo: P-JGR

Can there be genocide without the intent to commit genocide? / LEWY, Guenter
CallNo: P-JGR

CallNo: 07SB004

CallNo: 07SC001

Judgement in the grey zone: the third Auschwitz (Kapo) trial in Frankfurt 1968 / WOLF, Rene
CallNo: P-JGR

The general hybridity of war and genocide / SHAW, Martin
CallNo: P-JGR
Docno : 9978
The trauma of genocide / MEIERHENRICH, Jens
CallNo : P-JGR

T - History, Political Sciences, International Relations and Diplomacy

Docno : 9973
Combating corruption through international law in Africa : a comparative analysis / SNIDER, Thomas
KIDANE, Won
CallNo : P-CILJ

Docno : 9768
CallNo : 07TD001

Docno : 9772
CallNo : 07TC001

Docno : 9777
The psychology of nuclear choice / FREY, Karsten
CallNo : P-JGR

U - Rwanda, Great Lakes Region and other Countries

Docno : 9714
Burundi 1972 : au bord des génocides / CHRETIEN, Jean-Pierre ; DUPAQUIER, Jean-François.-
CallNo : 07UB003

Docno : 9794
CallNo : 07UA021

Docno : 9744
Justice pénale internationale pour la paix et la réconciliation / AYAT, Mohammed
CallNo : P-ICLR

Docno : 9704
Le diamant dans la géopolitique africaine / ORRU, Jean-François ; PELON, Rémi
GENTILHOMME, Philippe
CallNo : P-AC

Docno : 9786
L'intervention française au Rwanda : information et décision politique / DUPAQUIER, Jean-François
CallNo : 07SC002

Docno : 9797
Machete season : the killers in Rwanda speak / HATZFELD, Jean.-
CallNo : 07UA018

Docno : 9802
Meddlers or mediators? : African interveners in civil conflicts in Eastern Africa / KHADIAGALA, Gilbert M.-
CallNo : 07UB005

Docno : 9762
One hundred days of silence : America and the Rwanda genocide / COHEN, Jared.-
CallNo : 07UA013

Docno : 9787
Rwanda : la diplomatie française au service d'un génocide / GOUTEUX, Jean-Paul
CallNo : 07SC002
Docno : 9798
CallNo : 07UA020

Docno : 9785
The international community must work together to rebuild Rwanda / CLINTON, Bill
CallNo : 07UA014

Docno : 9761
CallNo : 07UA012

V - United Nations and Other International Organizations

Docno : 9774
Assumptions of legitimacy and the foundations of international territorial administration / DICKERSON, Hollin K.
CallNo : P-DJIL

Docno : 9758
CallNo : 07VA001

Docno : 9705
The use of offensive force in U.N. peacekeeping : a cycle of boom and bust? / SLOAN, James

CallNo : P-HICL

Y - Other Subjects

Docno : 9795
CallNo : 07Y011

Docno : 9784
CallNo : 07Y014

Docno : 9800
CallNo : 07Y012

Docno : 9717
CallNo : 07Y010

Docno : 9789
CallNo : 07Y013

HINT OF THE MONTH

Did you know...
You can ask the Library or EDP to install the shortcut.
NEW BOOKS

An Introduction to International Criminal Law and Procedure

CRYER, Robert
FRIMAN, Hakan ...[et al.]

Cambridge University Press, 2007

Call No 07EA002

International criminal law has developed considerably in the last decade and a half, resulting in a complex and re-invigorated discipline. This has impacted directly on the popularity of the study of the subject, particularly on postgraduate law degrees. This textbook serves these courses by providing an introduction to the principles of international criminal law and processes. Written by four international lawyers with experience of teaching international criminal law, it is accessible yet sophisticated in its approach. It covers substantive international criminal law, the institutions designed to enforce it and their procedures, and the international law applicable to domestic prosecutions of international crimes. It will be essential reading for students and teachers of international criminal law. In addition, practitioners and researchers in the field (and in related fields such as criminal law), students of international law and international relations will find this introduction invaluable.

- Comprehensive coverage of international criminal law, substantive, institutional and procedural
- Written by a team of experts with extensive practical and academic experience
- Accessible to the novice while setting out sophisticated and stimulating arguments to engage the student.

Also includes a text-supported dedicated companion website. To view it - click here.

ANNOTATED LEADING CASES OF INTERNATIONAL CRIMINAL TRIBUNALS vol.12

André Klip
Göran Sluiter

Intersentia, 2007
Call No 07FB001 V12

This twelfth volume of Annotated Leading Cases of International Criminal Tribunals contains decisions taken by the ICTR in the year 2003. It provides the reader with the full text of the most important decisions, identical to the original version and including concurring, separate and dissenting opinions. Distinguished experts in the field of international criminal law have commented the decisions. An index is included.

Contributors:
Karin Bruinenberg, Pedro Caeiro, Enrique Carnero Rojo, Steven Freeland, Håkan Friman, Larissa van den Herik, Gerhard Kemp, Rick Lawson, Cecilia Nilsson-Kleffner, Christopher Rassi, William Schabas, Göran Sluiter, Gentian Zyberi
CONFERENCE ALERTS

Justice Sector Reform: Applying Human Rights Based Approaches

June 16-20, 2008, 9:00 a.m.-6:00 p.m.
National University of Ireland, Maynooth, Ireland

This IHRN training programme will enhance skills of justice sector professionals in applying Human Rights Based Approaches to Justice Sector Reform. It will facilitate the development of knowledge and skills regarding:

- The legal principles, policies and practice underpinning human rights based approaches to justice sector reform inter-linkages between justice sector actors (law enforcement, judicial, corrections, etc)
- relationship between the justice sector and related terms (‘security sector’ ‘rule of law’ ‘good governance’)
- HRBA needs assessment, programme design, implementation, as well as mentoring, monitoring & evaluation
- Programming tools and checklists (including Human Rights Based benchmarks and indicators of change)
- Case studies from national contexts as well as international field missions (including conflict and post-conflict)
- Teamwork, advocacy and strategic partnerships.

Method

The programme uses a variety of facilitation techniques including presentations by guest specialists, plenary discussions, small group work and role-plays, case studies, etc. The programme is highly participatory and emphasises cross-learning among participants and practical exercises to apply what they have learned throughout. While contributing their own experience, participants will also be allocated materials for a case study to prepare for discussion. Advance reading will cover the international legal framework for justice sector reform (both civil and criminal) as well as human rights based approaches.

Participants

Reflecting the multi-disciplinary nature of human rights based justice sector reform, the training programme is designed for individuals with relevant experience in developing or industrialised countries, as well as international field missions: government officials; state, non-state and international regulatory bodies (e.g prison/police inspectors; national human rights institutions; Bar Councils etc); international civil servants (UN agencies, EC, OSCE, AU, etc); as well as policy advisors, project managers and consultants.

For more information - click here

To reserve a book, make a research or obtain a copy of an article, contact the ICTR Library at: ext. 5255 (from ICTR offices) or +255 27 2565255. e-mail: ictrlib@un.org